A consortium dedicated to Blockchain technologies in Banking-Finance-Insurance
Collaborative innovation between corporate companies and startups

- First European consortium dedicated to Blockchain technologies in banking-finance-insurance launched by Caisse des Dépôts

- A collaborative and agile approach on DLT technologies to help the ecosystem launch new innovative projects with DLT technologies

- A place to share insight with peers, pool resources to work on common challenges and meet other actors of the ecosystem

- Launch in December 2015

- Cooperation between corporate companies and startups

- 3 main actions: Do Tank, Think Tank and a Learn academy

- 35 partners contributing to the ecosystem and working on opportunities and challenges in their sector
Our Partners

LaBChain – A Caisse Des Dépôts Initiative
A “Learn” academy to learn together about DLT technologies

A "Do Tank" where partners pool resources to identify, develop, prototype and analyze all possible implementation scenarios for this technology in all areas of banking - finance - insurance, in agile mode, and to share concrete and achievable use cases.

A “Think Tank”, to answer the questions raised by “Do Tank” works and to deepen reflection on the challenges of this technology; open to other actors of the ecosystem, lawyers, researchers and European experts.
Some of our P.O.Cs

**Identity & KYC**
- Study on the applicability of Blockchain technologies to KYC issues.
- Manage digital identity by guaranteeing the respect and the security of the data.

**Crypto fund**
- Explore the possibility of creating a crypto fund.

**Death Insurance**
- Set up a death insurance blockchain-based smart contract.

**Trade Repository**
- Set up a demonstrator allowing the declaration of temporary sale of securities in accordance with SFTR requirements.

**Funds Disclosure**
- Test the feasibility of a DLT-based solution based on a within the framework of funds transparency.

**ALM**
- Ensure ALM management of this fund on a blockchain-based solution.

**Collateral management**
- Develop an experimental Blockchain platform to manage securities lending non-cash collateral.

**Euro Tokenization**
- Provide an overview on the stablecoin landscape.
- Create a Euro Token, a cash on ledger, in the context of the Delivery-versus-Payment of financial securities.

LaBChain – A Caisse Des Dépôts Initiative
Thank you

@LaBChain_CDC